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It was a poor start to the new year for financial markets with all major financial assets
posting negative returns. The US Federal Reserve announces that tighter monetary
policy (higher cash rates) is just around the corner. Global bond markets respond to
the Federal Reserve’s more ‘aggressive’ tone by rapidly selling bonds, which caused
prices to fall heavily and bond yields to rise. The Australian share market was down
(-6.6%) in January, in what was one of its worst starts to a year in decades. 

Russia invades Ukraine in late February. Concerns emerge that the main threat to the
global economy may come in the form of an energy crisis (and higher inflation) which
would hit Europe hardest given that Russia currently supplies 30% of Europe’s gas
and oil. With US inflation sitting at 7.5% (the highest reading in 40 years) and a very
tight labour market, the Federal Reserve signals it will soon be appropriate to raise the
target range for the federal funds rate. Australia posts some encouraging economic
figures. The unemployment rate comes in at a 14 year low of 4.2%. 

february
2022

The US Federal Reserve lifts rates by 0.25%, noting that while US economic activity
and employment have continued to strengthen, inflation remains elevated and is likely
to persist if no action is taken to control it. The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) keeps
the cash rate unchanged at 0.10%, but hints that it was warming to the idea of lifting
rates. Global bond yields spike higher. 

march
2022

Australia’s headline inflation rate rises to 5.1%. The RBA lifts the official cash rate by
0.25% to 0.35%. The US Federal Reserve delivers its biggest interest rate increase
since 2000. Major global financial assets pull back sharply on fears that the risk of
global stagflation (slow economic growth coinciding with stubbornly high inflation) is
starting to rise. The price of iron ore takes a tumble this month, falling almost -9%,
reflecting a marked fall in steel production in China. 

april
2022

Financial markets respond to the uncertain economic outlook by posting a mixed and
volatile set of monthly results. The oil price continues its sustained rally. The US
records a softer inflation reading, giving markets reason to think that the Fed may hit
the pause button on tightening too hard and too fast, especially if inflation levels
continue to moderate. 

may
2022

Most major global markets finish the month exceptionally poorly. The All Ordinaries
was down a sobering -9.4%. The MSCI World Index (USD) and S&P 500 were down
-8.6% and -8.3% respectively. Global High Yield Bonds plummets -7.4%. The US hikes
rates a further 75bps and remarks that the battle against inflation is ‘unconditional’
even if it comes at the expense of jobs (and induces a recession). 

june
2022
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january
2022



The Australian 10-year bond yield peaked at 4.2% in mid-June, before dropping to 3.1%
by month-end. The US market (S&P500) closed the month up (+9.2%), after falling
(-8.4%) in June. In part, the strong showing reflected a better-than-expected US
corporate earnings season, but it was also driven by ‘lofty’ market expectations that
central banks may pivot away from lifting rates aggressively and may even consider
cutting rates next year. 

july
2022

A brief rally kicked off the month as evidence of easing price pressures and
deteriorating demand conditions led investors to continue to speculate that the Federal
Reserve will be forced to abandon its hawkish stance. However, all bets of the Fed
cutting rates were abruptly put to bed following comments from the Fed that they are
committed to bringing inflation under control even at the expense of the economy at
large. Other than Australian equities (+1.3%), most major global markets closed the
month lower. 

august
2022

All major financial markets except for the rallying US dollar, rapidly retreat. Global and
US fixed income markets posted poor returns as global central banks continue to fight
fire with fire with outsized interest rate hikes. Meanwhile, global manufacturing activity
continues to contract adding to the growing weight of evidence that the global economy
is slowing. 

September
2022

Most global financial assets rebounded this month. In China, the 20th Communist Party
Congress took place with Xi Jinping extending his grip on power for a third term. The
RBA surprised markets with a less than expected 25bp rate hike. Australia was also the
first among developed market economies to slow its pace of hikes despite elevated
inflation. 

october
2022

Financial markets celebrated the silly season early with another brief rally. Global
equities and emerging markets benefited from preliminary signs that inflationary
pressures are gradually falling and that tough Chinese COVID-19 lockdowns may soon
be lifted. The RBA eased off the interest rate brake with another ‘down sized’ 25bp hike. 

november
2022

The fabled Santa Claus rally fails to materialise. The performance of the major financial
assets was mixed in December. Global bonds, global equities, and the US dollar were
among the worst performers. Chinese equity indices were the main exception, as they
continued to profit from improving investor sentiment following the relaxation of COVID-
19 policies. The year comes to a disappointing end for investors. The US dollar, crude
oil, and cash were the only major financial assets that generated positive gains in a
volatile world dominated by inflation and hawkish central bank policies. 

december
2022
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An exceptionally poor and highly unusual year for global financial markets. It was the only
time in recorded history where both bonds and stocks fell by more than -10%.

 



2022 was an extremely challenging and highly
unusual year, with investors experiencing the longest
bear market since the Global Financial Crisis. What
made 2022 so unique was the fact that both global
stocks and bonds fell by more than 10% after coming
into the year with promising prospects. 

The US S&P 500 fell -18.1% in 2022, its worst year
since 2008. Up until then, corporate profits were
growing at their fastest pace since 2010. Pent-up
demand and pricing power led to strong revenue
growth and record profit margins. But circumstances
turned for the worst throughout 2022. Events related
to disrupted supply chains, strong consumer demand,
and elevated food and energy prices conspired to
push inflation higher. This, along with higher wages
ate into company profit margins and put pressure on
the cost of living. 

Central banks responded aggressively to the velocity
of inflation, led by the US Federal Reserve and the
plucky Reserve Bank of NZ. Investors who had been
conditioned to years of low inflation and near zero
interest rates, suddenly were forced to digest what
the new environment meant for their portfolios and
respond to volatility in most asset classes. Long-
dated bonds and growth stocks were the most
notable losers from the new investment paradigm;
however, few asset classes were completely spared.
The combination of higher interest rates, reversal of
some COVID-19 era consumer preferences, zero-
COVID-19 disruption in China, and numerous other
stock-specific issues caused havoc with mega-cap
tech-sector market darlings. The famed FAANG
stocks suffered significant declines.

That said, the general decline was global in scope.
The MSCI ACWI (World) Index fell 17.7%. Australia
fared better, thanks to our energy, materials, and
utilities sectors, but weakened 3% in sympathy.
Global government bonds - considered a very safe
asset - capitulated, plunging almost 12% in what
proved to be one of the most volatile years for bond
markets in history. Flavour of the month
cryptocurrency also had a nightmare run, with Bitcoin
plunging 64.2% in 2022.

It was truly an environment that proved to be a major
headache, for conservative and more adventurous
investors alike.

While central banks continued to push short-term
interest rates higher throughout the year, long-term
rates did most of the damage in the first three
quarters of the year. The widely followed difference
(spread) between the 10-year/2-year US Treasury
yields turned negative (inverted) in July, followed by
the 10-year/3-month spread in October. These
inverted yield curves have been one of the most
accurate predictors of a recession. This contributed
to a growing consensus amongst leading
economists of a high likelihood of a US and global
recession developing in 2023. 

The combination of the horrendous stock and bond
returns and the highest short-term interest rates in
15 years meant that cash was king in 2022. It was
the best-performing asset class. US Treasury bills
outperformed all major equity and fixed-income
benchmarks. US Treasuries returned over 2% for
only the second time since 2007 outperforming
bonds by a record 15.1% and stocks by 20.2%.

The most critical event of the year, in terms of
geopolitics, was Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24
February. Sadly, the tragic war continues almost 12
months on, with no clear end date in sight. Human
lives aside, the other casualty of this deplorable
conflict has been a recession for many European
economies, still struggling with the aftermath of the
pandemic, cost of living pressures, and high
dependency on energy sourced from Russia. In fact,
Eurozone energy inflation hit a record 44.3% in
March and was 34.9% as of November 2022.
Energy stocks soared with commodities early in the
year, but as crude oil prices reversed, energy stocks
continued to climb well into the latter part of the year.
The S&P 500 Energy sector peaked for the year on
November 15, but it still rose 59.0% on the year and
outperformed the S&P 500 by 78.5%. 
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The Fed took the Federal Funds rate from 0-0.25% to
4.25-4.50%, including four consecutive 75bps point
hikes, and reversed quantitative easing to tightening
in the blink of an eye. Other central banks followed
suit, including Australia. 

While the rest of the world ‘reopened,’ China
continued with its zero-COVID-19 policy through most
of 2022. Entire cities were locked down for weeks if a
handful of cases were detected. Not only was the
Chinese economy hit hard by the closures, but trade
to and from China was volatile. After widespread
protests over zero-COVID-19 in November and
December, the government lifted most of its harsh
restrictions, giving some hope that a recovering
China may help to ease some of the growing global
pain.

Broad-based inflation was the other big talking point
and a principal driver behind central banks’ decisions
to raise rates this year. The US CPI peaked at 9.1%
in June, its fastest rate since November 1981.
Inflation was a global phenomenon, with the
Eurozone, UK, and Canada facing their highest
inflation rates since the 1980s. Australia was also not
immune from global price pressures and domestic
factors. Inflation is currently sitting at 7.3% (a 32-year
high). 

You may recall that central banks spent 2021 telling
the world that inflation was a temporary problem that
would resolve itself as global supply chains
improved. Well, persistent pandemic restrictions in
China and the ongoing war in Ukraine put an end to
that idea.

Outlook
12 months ago, we correctly forecasted a volatile year ahead with rising interest rates. Today, we view 2023 as a
year when inflation will subside as monetary tightening runs it course and supply constraints ease from the
pandemic. However, recent data suggests that it may still take a further 6-12 months before inflation is back to a
level of 4%. The move from 4% to 2%, which many central banks are still targeting, will take longer as the labour
market remains strong and shelter/rental inflation remains sticky.

With a significant rise in interest rates during 2022, we believe central banks are close to the top with the ECB
reaching 3%, Australia reaching 4% and the US reaching higher at 5%. There is always a risk that central banks
could overdo monetary tightening and drive economies into a deeper recession than needs be.

Regardless of the direction of central bank policy, there is little doubt a modest recession is likely as unemployment
rises and the increase in interest rates take effect. Australia may still be the lucky country and avoid a recession.
Global manufacturing is currently contracting and company earnings forecast are slowly being lowered and may still
be too optimistic given this scenario. In such a recessionary scenario, global equities are likely to fall before staging
a recovery once all the bad news is factored in and central banks announce their next moves are lower for interest
rates rather than higher. In the meantime, fixed interest investments once again provide acceptable return given the
higher yields.

For now, our base case is a soft landing for the economy as balance sheets are still strong, unemployment
increases and returns to a more normal level, real incomes grow and inflation moderates. We do expect equities to
drift lower over the next six months with negative news flow creating opportunities to increase the equity exposure
at attractive entry points.

In the meantime, we continue to maintain that investors remain patient with an increased allocation to defensive
investments as we continue to look for opportunities.
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